WEDNESDAY MORNING MIXED TRIPLES
Each lawn bowling team shall have three: a skip, vice and lead and mixed with
both men and women, where possible. The following rules and guidelines shall
govern play:
1. Games start at 9:30 am . Please arrive 15 minutes before start time.
2. Games shall consist of 10 ends. In case of rain, 8 ends will constitute a
game played.
3. If a player cannot attend a game they must get a substitute or a “spare” of
the same caliber and gender, if possible, and notify his/her skip. If there is a bye
team use the bye team first.
4. Scoring is delegated to the vices who signals the score to the skip. Recording
the score is delegated to the skip.
5. A permanent replacement for any member of a scheduled team must be
arranged through the game convener.
6. A score will be posted on the score sheet in the glass case on the veranda.
The skip, immediately following the game, is responsible for entering a W for a
win, WD win by default, L for a loss, LD for a loss by default or a T for a tie. In
case of rain, all games will show 'R' on the chart. Scores are not required.
7. Points will be awarded as follows: W or WD - 3;

T - 2;

L - 1;

LD - 0.

8. If two or more teams are tied at the end of the first schedule, the win/loss
record between the teams will be used to break the tie. If still tied, the team with
the most W's will win. WD's will not be counted to break the tie.
As competitive as this event may be, good sportsmanship, courtesy, fair play
and mutual enjoyment of the game should prevail.

CONVENOR: Sally Radigan 705 785-1892

